We predict that the anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) magnetic structure of delafossite PdCrO2 has a staggered chirality with the double-layer periodicity along the z-axis with intriguing magnetic anisotropy. We study the electronic and magnetic structures of PdCrO2 by carrying out density functional theory (DFT) calculation. The calculated ground state turns out to exhibit a 120 • AFM ordering with staggered chirality. The result is consistent with the previous neutron experiments, but our calculations determine and provide more detailed information on the high symmetric easyplane and local-easy-axis structure. We investigate the origin of staggered chirality as well as the easy-plane and local-easy-axis directions. Based on the DFT and effective spin interaction models, we demonstrate the complex magnetic ordering requires novel four-spin interactions, which cannot be described by the usual exchange interaction. Also, we show Pd electronic bands near the Fermi level pose a tiny degeneracy breaking, which arises from the magnetic anisotropy with different easy-plane and local-easy-axis. We expect that the twisting and rotating modes of easy-planes in the magnetic double layers can be the critical factor to understand a hidden magnetic property of PdCrO2 and its related macroscopic property like the previously reported anomalous Hall effect.
INTRODUCTION
The metallic delafossite PdCrO 2 is known to be a two-dimensional triangular Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet (AFM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] with T N = 37.5 K. It has alternating layers of Pd and CrO 2 triangular lattices, respectively. The triangular lattice of Pd atoms construct metallic layers, responsible for the high conductivity within the layer along the xy-directions, while the CrO 2 layers are expected to be insulating layers with the local magnetic moments of Cr 3+ (S=3/2). The reported a neutron diffraction peaks at (hkl) = (1/3, 1/3, n/2) [1] indicate that PdCrO 2 has a √ 3× √ 3×2 supercell magnetic structure, e.g., AFM unitcell consisting of three Cr atoms within the layer and the multiple of double-layer structures along the z-direction. This magnetic supercell with the 120 • -ordering of three Cr local moments is consistent with Yamaji angles [10] , quantum oscillations [3] , and a direct observation by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).
Although the 120 • magnetic ordering of Cr 3+ (S=3/2) moments is expected to be the basic structure, there are still a lot of controversies on its details. Takatsu and coworkers [4] suggested a series of non-collinear 6-layer magnetic structures. Some of them are based on the previous study of LiCrO 2 [11] , but others have more intricate details. A spin scalar chirality model, which contains non-coplanar spin ordering, was suggested as a possible candidate. However, it is still under controversy since direct evidence of scalar chirality is not observed. Further, scalar chirality is not the only origin of anomalous Hall effect [12, 13] .
Among the Takatsu's 6-layer in-planar models, a staggered chirality model is a strong candidate. Their rotation direction can define the chirality of three in-planar local magnetic moments. In the system with three in-planar spin moments with 120 • AFM ordering, there are only two rotation directions, i.e., handedness or chirality. The chirality can be defined by its stacking ordering of assigned atom indices and the rotation direction of spins of them. Further, depending on the stacking sequence of chiralities, the system can have multi-layer periodicity along the z-axis. Indeed, Duc Le and coworkers [7] suggested a simpler model, a staggered chirality with two layers. Not only the 2-layer model reduces the number of model parameters, but it also gives better fitting quality for neutron inelastic scatterings and linear spin-wave theory [14] . By employing the linear spin-wave theory with seven fitting parameters, they have successfully suggested a Heisenberg model. However, although their interpretation describes well neutron inelastic scattering data, that model still has a limitation. The Heisenberg interactions only cannot distinguish the energy difference of staggered and straight chiralities. Also, there is another remaining issue related to the magnetic anisotropy-energy related to easy-plane and local-easy-axis directions. Indeed, the easy-plane and easy-axis direction of the ground-state magnetic configuration is still ambiguous. Further, there is no apparent clue for easy-plane and local-easy-axis problems.
The Fermi surface of PdCrO 2 has a nearly hexagonal shape [5] . Similar ABO 2 delafossite compounds, which have Pd or Pt atoms on A-site, also have a hexagonal shape of Fermi surfaces [15] , yet PtCoO 2 has a concave shape compared to PdCoO 2 [16, 17] . The xy-planar resistivity of PdCrO 2 at room temperature (295K) was found to be very low, ≈ 9µΩ cm, while its z-directional resistivity is high (ρ c /ρ ab ≥ 150) [18, 19] . In contrast with PdCoO 2 , which does not have magnetic moments on Bsite, an intriguing feature of PdCrO 2 is its band folding, magnetic ordering, and unconventional anomalous Hall effect [2] . There is also an issue on the folded Fermi surface. The spectral weight of the folded Fermi surface is rather weak, so there should be an explanation for it. A recent theoretical study suggested that the band-folding effect of PdCrO 2 originates from Kondo lattice Hamiltonian [20] . They explained that the weakened spectral weight of folded bands is caused by strong Coulomb repulsion U on Cr atoms.
Here, we investigate the electronic and magnetic structures of PdCrO 2 by carrying out non-collinear-spin density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations. We also set up a tight-binding Hamiltonian to describe the electronic bands and Fermi surfaces, which depend on its magnetic structures. We suggest an effective spin model for the observed and calculated magnetic structure. We also demonstrate that the magnetic structures of Cr atoms affect both the z-directional electron hopping and the tiny degeneracy breaking on Pd bands.
II. METHODS
We carried out non-collinear-spin DFT calculations to determine a series of magnetic configurations and their corresponding total energies. We used the OpenMX code [21] [22] [23] . The √ 3 × √ 3 × 2 supercell was used to describe its magnetic configurations ( Fig. 1 ). Minimum 32×32×90 Ngrids and 10×10×10 Kpoints grids are used for fast calculations. Maximum 64 × 64 × 180 Ngrids and 14 × 14 × 14 Kpoints are used for the convergence checking. We used s 2 p 2 d 2 f 1 pseudo-atomic orbitals for Pd and Cr atoms, and s 2 p 2 d 1 for O atoms. The SCF-criterion of 4×10 −8 Hartree / 6-Cr atoms is used to guarantee the energy convergence for the spin configuration of easy-plane and local-axis rotation modes (approximately 10µeV / 1-Cr atom). A penalty-function-constraint method [24] and a Zeeman spin constraint method were used to constraint the non-collinear spin configurations. Although the penalty-function spin constraint can cause a small error of spin directions, the error can be less than 0.1 % from the intended spin direction. We used RMM-DIISH [25] mixing scheme within the local spin density functional of Ceperley-Alder (LSDA-CA) [26] . The RMM-DIISH is a suitable mixing scheme for non-collinear spin calculations. In non-collinear spin calculation, LSDA-CA tends to require fewer K-points than generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to reduce the error in the determination of spin directions. We used a combination of RMM-DIISH mixing and LSDA-CA functional for better efficiency. To describe the on-site Coulomb interaction for Cr atoms, we used the LDA+U method [27] . The effective U =3.7eV is adopted for Cr d orbitals. The value is taken from previous LiCrO 2 study [28] and the material project data [29] .
III. RESULTS

A. Optimized crystal structure
First, we optimize the unit cell with the OpenMX package. Starting from the experimental cell param- eters a = 2.923Å, c = 18.08Å and internal coordinate z = 0.1105 described in [7] , we obtained the DFToptimized cell parameters: a = 2.889Å, c = 17.867Å and z = 0.1099. The slightly underestimated cell volume is known to be a typical case expected from the use of the LDA exchange-correlation functional. In contrast, the agreement of the internal coordinate z is remarkable. Fig. 1 illustrates the triclinic unit cell, which we choose for our DFT calculations. The conventional hexagonal unit cell requires six layers to describe even number periodicity of staggered chirality. The 6-layer supercell has an advantage for describing various kinds of 6-layer structures, but the inefficiency of a larger cell size makes the high precision calculations difficult practically. Therefore, we adopted a minimal cell, which can describe the directional degree of freedom for all Cr local magnetic moments with the layer and the even number periodicity along the z-direction.
Given the optimized unit cell, we calculate total energies for all the relevant spin configurations and analyze them by introducing effective spin models. We also present Fermi surfaces, which is dependent on the magnetic ordering. To describe the k z = 0 plane, we use b 1 and b 2 + 2 3 b 3 vectors, instead the reciprocal vectors b 1 and b 2 , because the reciprocal lattice vectors of the triclinic unit cell do not have C 3 symmetry.
B. Magnetic structures
As shown in Table I , the ground-state magnetic configuration has a 120 • AFM ordering in the layer, staggered chirality structure along z-direction and high symmetric co-planar easy-planes and local-easy-axis ( Fig. 6 ). The ground magnetic structure can be described by the expression suggested in Ref. [4] :
S An , S Bn and S Cn are local magnetic moments of atomic site A n , B n and C n where n is the layer index. The easyplane containsẑ andê α vectors, so the azimuthal angle α determines the easy-plane direction. We can changeẑ andê α to another orthogonal set of two unit-vectors so that we can define the easy-plane which does not contain theẑ vector (e.g. xy-plane). φ n is a local-axis rotation angle inside the easy-plane. ξ n is ±1, which represents the chirality of spin rotation. However, the inversion of chirality can also be described by α → α + 180 • . That means that the straight and staggered chirality is special cases of twist of two easy-planes (α 2 = α 1 + 180 • ). Table I lists the total energies of the collinear FM and AFM models, xy-easy-plane models, and straight chirality models. The collinear AFM cannot be stabilized in a layer, so we use 2-layer collinear AFM, which consists of two FM layers pointing the opposite directions. In this table, we find that the magnetic structure has three different energy contributions. The collinear spin ordering of either FM or AFM gives rise to the high energy of approximately 27 meV / Cr atom, which is consistent with the Heisenberg exchange interaction. However, the most intriguing points are its dependence on the chirality (twisting mode of easy-planes) and co-planar easy-planes rotations. The energy contribution from chirality is approximately 0.22 meV / Cr atom, and that of co-planar easy-planes rotating is 0.017meV / Cr atom. While the energy scale of these rotating modes is so small, compared to the robust exchange terms, the rotating modes rarely affect the AFM-FM tilting energy, and vice versa. The more interesting point is that the co-planar rotation mode of easy-planes does not affect to chirality (or twisting of the easy-planes) either. It indicates that twisting mode and, co-planar easy-planes and local-axis rotating mode have separated origins.
We may consider three separated contributions with different energy scales to the magnetic interactions, which can be described by three separate effective spin models.
C. Effective spin models
Let us consider Heisenberg terms which can account for the energy difference between FM and AFM configurations as obtained from DFT calculations.
However, the Heisenberg terms of Eq. (2) do not contain any contribution to chirality, easy-plane, and localeasy-axis directions. Also, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction is forbidden by symmetry [7, 30] . First, we show that the 4-cyclic ring interaction of nearest neighbor spins can be a good effective model for chirality and twisting easy-plane mode. It has been challenging to make an effective model for describing easy-plane twisting or chirality. Because previous 2-spins interaction models do not separate those twisting modes from FM tilting or co-planar easy-plane rotation and local-axis rotation, the energy contribution from straight and staggered chirality must contain a product term of two spin rotation parameter ξ n . Also, it has to be separated from φ n and co-planar (α n = α n+1 ) rotation mode. To satisfy the two conditions, we suppose a product of relative spin directions of each layer. To describe the relative spin direction, we need at least two spins in a layer. Therefore, the minimum description of our suggestion should be the interactions between two-spin pairs, which has a total of four spins. Subsequently, we assume the nearest interactions, which is the simplest form within the first assumption. Then, the selected four nearest-neighbor spins can form a cyclic loop. Finally, we assume the interaction is connected to the hopping of electrons among local Cr spins so that we can represent each local magnetic moment by spinor. Our suggested effective model can be represented as follows.
where S i , S j , S k , S l is a sequence of Cr local spins in the 1st nearest cyclic loop. Not only it has an energy scale far from Heisenberg interaction energy, it is also separated from co-planar easy-planes rotating and local-axis rotating, which are the third factor in DFT calculations. We can interpret that each local spin is a hopping site, and they also construct projection matrices for spins. Fig. 3 shows continuous change of easy-plane twisting (α = α 2 − α 1 ) and its energetic behavior. When α = α 2 − α 1 = 180 • , the chirality is reversed. The calculated energy of the model and DFT perfectly fit each other when J ring = 0.1meV.
Still, there should be another interaction model to describe co-planar easy-plane rotation and local-axis. Previously, dipole interaction was suggested for a possible candidate of small energy interaction term, but they did not show an energy calculation or neutron scattering fitting for it [7] . Dipole interaction is not a good model to rescale its energy, so we set pseudo dipole interaction term as follows
wherer ij is local easy direction between atoms at i th and j th sites. In Fig. 2 , both DFT and pseudo dipole model have α 1 = α 2 = 30 • as a ground state. It is the direction contains 1st nearest inter layer connections. However DFT calculation shows minimum energy at φ = φ 2 − φ 1 = 60 • , while pseudo dipole model has minimum energy at φ = φ 2 − φ 1 = 94 • . Fig 4 shows an electronic structure calculated in DFT with an example parameters α 1 = 31, α 2 = 31, φ 1 = 17, φ 2 = 16, ξ 1 = 1, ξ 2 = −1. The Fermi surface is nearly hexagonal shape on k z = 0 plane, and it has very weak zdirectional dispersion. Pd d electrons are the major component at the Fermi level. Pd s accounts for less than 3% of sum of Pd d electrons. Cr d z 2 accounts only for 1.8%. It also implies that z-directional Pd-Cr hopping is weak. One intriguing result is that there is small degeneracy breaking on the bands near the Fermi level. The degeneracy breaking is approximately 0.1 meV. To study A-site d orbital effects, we also calculated PtCrO 2 . Fig 5 a) shows DFT calculation of Fermi surface of PtCrO 2 . The Fermi surface of PtCrO 2 is convex (concave in 2nd zone). This result is similar to the Fermi surface of PtCoO 2 , which is observed in ARPES [31] . The portion of Cr d electron is very small at Fermi level, but it is still essential to describe the Fermi surface.
D. Fermi surfaces
To figure out the factor which changes Fermi surface shape and the tiny structures in electronic bands, we calculate TB models. For simplicity, we assumed that only Pd atoms have hopping sites (half filled) and Cr atoms have local magnetic moments which construct projection matrices for Pd electrons. First, the TB model is simplified to be a quasi two dimensional triangular lattice model. By assuming Pd d electrons have 1st nearest and 2nd nearest hoppings along xy-plane directions, we constructed an effective Hamiltonian
where i, j are hopping sites indices, σ is a spin index and l is a layer index. The nearest neighbor hopping t 1 and 2nd nearest neighbor hopping t 2 determine xyplanar shape of the Fermi surface. At t 2 = −0.35t 1 , the Fermi surface is getting closer to a flat hexagonal shape. However, when t 2 changes, the shape of Fermi surface are getting closer to concave or convex shapes. When t 2 = −0.1t 1 , a hexagonal lines become concave (convex on 2nd zone), and when t 2 = −0.6t 1 , a hexagonal lines become convex (concave on 2nd zone). In this model, the 1st and 2nd hopping ratio of A-site of ABO 2 delaffosite is the parameter which controls Fermi surface shape. Meanwhile, Cr atoms contribute to only small energy, but they construct z-directional connections and tiny 
S n is a non-collinear local Cr spin moment in Pd-Cr-Pd hopping path (nearest Pd-Cr hopping path). The moments on hopping path are interpreted as a projection matrix |S n S n |. It creates off-diagonal term for Hamiltonian matrix, breaks degeneracy of bands. Because magnetic projection hopping terms are determined by magnetic structures, the tiny electronic structure is controlled by magnetic structures, specifically easy-plane and local-axis directions. In Fig. 6 , it show the model describes well the degeneracy breaking in DFT. At the high symmetric magnetic structure (α = 30 • ,φ 1 = 0 • and φ 2 = 60 • ), which has the minimum energy in DFT calculation, both DFT and TB calculation show restoring of degeneracy. Therefore, although the portion of Cr is small on Fermi level, and the energy from easy-plane and local-axis rotation mode is very small, that tiny structure is very important to describe how z-directional interaction can be constructed and how the band degeneracy breaking can be controlled.
In this work, we studied the electronic and magnetic structures of PdCrO 2 with the first-principles calculations and model calculations. We used spin constraint DFT calculation method to understand the energetic behavior and the Fermi surface changes with related magnetic structures.
The ground magnetic structure is AFM staggered chirality with high symmetric easy-plane and easy-axis (ξ 1 = +1, ξ 2 = −1, α = 30 • , φ 1 = 0 • φ 2 = 60 • ). There are 3 different factors which dominate each energetic region of magnetic structures. Consequently, we suggest three effective spin models which contribute to each energy range separately. The strongest magnetic ordering energy comes from AFM and FM ordering, and Heisenberg interaction model easily predict their behavior. Chirality (or twisting ease-planes mode) is the second factor, approximately 1/100 of the Heisenberg exchange interaction. We suggest that the cyclic 4-spin ring interaction model effectively fit DFT result of twisting easy-planes, also it is independent from the first and third factor. The energy from co-planar ease-plane rotating and local-axis rotating mode is the 3rd factor, they gives very small energy, approximately 1/1000 of the Heisenberg interaction. Pseudo dipole interaction model predict the same easy-plane direction with the DFT calculation, but it has ground state at φ = 94 • . Still, the rotating mode of easy-plane and local-axis is a difficult problem in both experimental data fittings and DFT calculations. Furthermore, there could be much more complicated details on easy-plane and local-axis directions, because they can also have 6-layer, 12-layer and more multi-layer periodicity. Therefore, there should be multi-layer supercell calculations to examine further details on them.
In electronic structures, we found magnetic structure dependent Fermi surfaces. The nearly hexagonal shape of Fermi surface have a weak z-directional connection. It also have tiny degeneracy breaking, which is approximately 0.1meV. Pd d electron is the major component of it, while Cr d electrons take only small portion. However, magnetic moments of Cr atoms are very important to explain electronic structure of this system. By setting up the first nearest and second nearest hopping TB model, we found that shape of Fermi surface is primarily controlled by A-site atoms (Pd or Pt). The result is consistent with experimental data and DFT calculation, it explains why Pt-delafossite materials have concave hexagonal shape of Fermi surfaces. Meanwhile, Cr local magnetic moments can be a bridge between Pd inter layers. Besides, they can be interpreted as perturbative spin projection terms. The Pd-Cr-Pd magnetic hopping model describes how the tiny degeneracy breaking can be constructed in the DFT calculation. Magnetic-structurecontrolled degeneracy breaking might be correlated to AHE, since it changes very small energy gap between occupied band and unoccupied band [32] . Therefore, specific easy-plane, local-axis structures and their responses to external field can be the key to understand AHE in PdCrO 2 and related delafossite magnetic systems.
